Audio/Video Transport Core Maintenance (AVTCORE)
Administrivia

• Notetakers?
• Jabber scribe?
• Jabber Chat Room
  – Address: xmpp:avtcore@jabber.ietf.org
  – Logs: https://www.ietf.org/jabber/logs/avtcore/
• Bluesheets
• Meetecho
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Agenda

• Friday, July 21, 2017, 11:50 – 13:20
• Chairs: Jonathan Lennox, Rachel Huang
• 11:50 Agenda bash and status update (20 minutes)
• 12:10 Frame Marking RTP Header Extension (20 minutes): Mo Zanaty
  – draft-ietf-avtext-framemarking-05
• 12:30 RMCAT Feedback Message work status (20 minutes): Colin Perkins
  – draft-dt-rmcat-feedback-message-03
• 12:55 Next steps and open mic (5 minutes)
WG Documents (1)

- Draft-ietf-avtext-rid-09
- Draft-ietf-avtcore-multi-media-rtp-session-13
- Draft-ietf-avtcore-rtp-multi-stream-optimization-12
  - RFC Editor Queue: MISSREF [BUNDLE]

- Draft-ietf-avtext-splicing-notification-09
  - RFC Editor Queue: MISSREF [rfc5285bis]

- Draft-ietf-avtext-lrr
  - RFC Editor Queue: MISSREF [Frame marking]

- Draft-ietf-avtcore-aria-srtp
  - IESG Evaluation
RFC5285bis

• One open issue came up in IESG Review:

• What should the mux-category be of a=extmap-allow-mixed?
  – NORMAL: Can have different choices for different bundled media sources
  – IDENTICAL: Must make the same choice for every bundled media source
WG Documents (3)

• draft-ietf-avtcore-aria-sdes

• draft-ietf-avtcore-mprtp

• draft-ietf-avtcore-multiplex-guidelines